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1 INTRODUCTION 

Finnish and Russian business cultures are vastly different. The principles of 

doing business do not vary much globally. In a market parties trade things 

they have for something they need (Sheffrin and O´Sullivan, 2006, 28). When 

businesses take their actions from their usual marketplace to another they 

must consider adapting their working methods and procedures to match the 

ones of the target market. Globalization has brought nations closer to each 

other, both in travel distance and in culture, yet, according to Mikko 

Haapanen, chairperson of Boardman, successful co-operation requires parties’ 

understanding of each other’s backgrounds and fundamentals (Shlyamin, 

2008, 7). Guides about practicalities have been and will be written but this 

thesis is essentially aimed at that precise reason: understanding each other’s 

backgrounds and fundamentals. 

According to The Confederation of Finnish Industries (Elinkeinoelämän 

keskusliitto, N.d.) Russia’s long lasting reign as one of the most important 

import and export partners has taken a turn down in 2015 but that is only a 

recent trend in a story that has been going on for centuries. ”We have been on 

the market for a hundred years and we are not planning on leaving” Paula 

Lehtomäki, Finland’s minister of environment quoted a leader of a major 

foodstuff corporation at Saimaa Summit seminar in Savonlinna in July. The 

importance of co-operation is also noted on the other side of the border. 

“There are over 400 Finnish companies operating in St. Petersburg area” the 

metropolis’ Chamber of Commerce’s representative stated in his opening 

words at the same event. 

One way of securing the realization of interests abroad is sending a person of a 

mother organization to the location. This person can work as a representative 

agent or a manager with the desired experience to share with locals. In 

international operations these persons may be referred to as expatriates; 

people who have left their home countries to work in an abroad operation of 

their employing organizations or subsidiaries of those. They are links to the 

foreign locations possibly driving their organizations interests, or sometimes 

they might also be a tool for the organization to learn about a target location – 

for example its marketing communication or customer acquisition. 
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The consignor of this thesis is a regional development company, Jykes, owned 

by four cities in Central Finland: Jyväskylä, Laukaa, Uurainen and Muurame. 

For nearly twenty years Jykes has been aiding local economy in creating 

favourable conditions for successful commerce in the Jyväskylä region. As a 

regional development company Jykes’ responsibility is to apply the 

municipalities’ economic policies in the region and help local businesses 

coordinate their co-operation with the public sector. Part of Jykes’ competitive 

advantage boosting operations is aiding local businesses in their international 

ventures. Russian markets attract businesses in the Jyväskylä region and 

Jykes has had an office in St. Petersburg for over 20 years. St. Petersburg is an 

area of 5 million people, equivalent to the population of Finland and Jykes’ 

aim is creating commercial connections and attracting investments in central 

Finland. The outcome of this thesis will provide necessary information on the 

Russian business culture, values, communication, teamwork and leadership to 

create an informative pamphlet to be used by Jykes in the ways they see fit. 

There are plenty of information for entrepreneurs and business people on how 

to enter foreign markets successfully and attract Russian capital. 

Suomalaisvenäläinen Kauppakamari (SVKK – Finnish-Russian Chamber of 

Commerce) is an organization on national level publishing books and 

educating Finnish organizations in their exportation and establishing 

processes towards Russian markets. They offer a great set of services from a 

starter pack and market research to a more complicated distributor and 

partnership network establishment. SVKK’s guides for Russian exportation, 

establishing operations and customs is a good way to start growing one’s 

knowledge about a Russian business environment.  

“Knowledge is knowing that a tomato is a fruit, wisdom is not putting it in a 

fruit salad.” A quote associated to a British journalist Miles Kington well 

explains the reason behind digging deeper into culture in this thesis. The 

people at Jykes are already aware of the practicalities of Russian trade. As 

SVKK and many others recommend acknowledging differences in practices 

and give tips and pointers, this thesis is more concentrated on the cultural side 

and what are the reasons why Russians act the way they do and how the Finns 

working with Russians should acknowledge this.  
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In this thesis there are three main parts. The first one is the theoretical 

framework in chapter two titled: Cultural Differences May Create Challenges. 

In that chapter previous literature on the subject is introduced. The second 

part consists of two chapters, three and four that cover the research made for 

this thesis. Chapter three describes the research composition, the procedures, 

details, practicalities and implementation. Chapter four will analyse the data 

collected during the research. Chapter five is the last main part of the thesis. In 

the fifth chapter conclusions will be drawn of what the thesis has achieved, 

what it did not, how well it was carried out in respect of its limitations and the 

results are compared to hypothesis found in the theoretical framework.  

Confronting new cultures at work can cause a lot of unnecessary stress for 

Finnish people who are often considered shy or silent in the eyes of foreigners. 

Finnish people on the other hand often see foreigners as aliens acting and 

behaving in odd manners. This is because people of different cultures have 

grown to do and see things in different ways. Finland is a remote country and 

it used to be rare for Finnish people to get in contact with foreign cultures. 

Finnish culture itself is not like many others. The theoretical framework of this 

thesis includes the anthropologist theories of Edward T. Hall (1990) and Geert 

Hofstede (2010), studies of cultural characteristics by Richard D. Lewis (2005) 

and plenty of theoretical information to aid in the practicalities of going 

abroad and adapting, especially to Russia. The theory revolves around 

qualities and values of Finnish and Russian culture and how to act and work in 

that multicultural environment. It is obvious that a Finn moving to Russia will 

find it beneficial, though a bit less exciting, knowing what it will be like there. 

But why study Finnish culture? Not everyone is an anthropologist. 

Consequently, and the closest, therefore the easiest comparative group are the 

kinsmen. A good starting point for studying anything related to others, is to 

review yourself. (Mikluha 1996, 16). It also makes this thesis useful for more 

occasions than just to prepare the Finnish going east. Russian people working 

with Finns will have similar possibilities getting to know of Finnish cultures as 

well.  

In this thesis there are two different national cultures under the lens. When 

starting to learn about national cultures one is often led to read Hofstede’s 

(2010) studies. His theory of cultural dimensions is probably the most used 
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tool when inspecting elements of culture and comparing them with other 

national cultures and also one of the main inspirers for this research. As times 

change practices change too. Culture is something more stable but is often 

vital to understand to follow the evolution of practices. If one understands 

that, he or she may be able to predict how to act in surprising situations when 

tips or pointers no longer apply. With Lewis’ (2005) work Hofstede’s studies 

build the basis for the thesis’ national culture exploration.  

The author interviewed people working as expatriates and/or leaders in 

management roles in Russia to find out what kind of a role culture plays 

in the everyday interaction with Russians and how to successfully 

manage oneself and subordinates in a Finnish-Russian 

multicultural environment. To acquire the information necessary, the 

interview will map the interviewees’ experiences of facing a strange culture, 

their current cultural sensitivity and knowledge, their experiences of both 

working with Russians and within their own culture and the practicalities of 

managing a multicultural workplace. The research was set to contain few 

interviews but more in-depth questioning for thorough penetration into the 

subject. 

The conclusions of this thesis will guide the reader through some cultural 

issues that may trouble the mind of unknowing. With experience shared in the 

interviews compared to literature research, some valid points about dealing 

with Russian culture and causal phenomena were made. Plenty of useful 

information the puzzling concepts of leadership and communication with 

Russians and much more surfaced. 

 

2 CULTURAL DIFFERENCES MAY CREATE 
CHALLENGES 

The term culture can be brought up in a discussion in various ways. The word 

culture tends to be often associated to different forms of arts. Going to an 

opera can be considered a cultural activity. An opera, for example, is actually 

the result of culture. An entertainment production to describe our society’s 
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values, ways of acting and showing emotions using themes and events on 

stage. Culture in the thesis’ point of view will be meaning societal phenomena. 

To define problematic issues relating to culture and, in this case more 

specifically business culture, it is necessary to dig into the term culture and 

how does it influence our operation. Geert Hofstede, a well-known Dutch 

anthropologist, describes culture in his book Cultures and Organizations 

(2010) a mentally programmed pattern of the way we think, feel and act.  

Geographically people are separated using borders between governmental 

units called countries that accommodate nationalities. These borders are 

either physical barriers between countries or lines on a map stating where a 

country ends and another starts. Culture on the other hand, even if it is often 

associated into nationality is far more extent. Peoples’ origins’ physical 

distances do not necessarily determine their cultural differences. What is very 

important to understand reading the thesis is the fact that cultures habituated 

in neighbouring countries may have vast differences, yet surprising 

similarities when it comes to cultures on the other side of the world. People of 

different ethnicities are often somewhat easy to tell apart based on physical 

qualities. To separate people of different cultures is not that simple but there 

are tools. One of the best known tools is the theory of cultural dimensions. 

(Hofstede 2010, 20, 29-32). The cultural dimensions are explained in a wider 

perspective concerning Finnish and Russian cultures later.  

It is very important to understand that when moving out of home turf cultural 

conditions will most likely change. Facing odd behaviour to self is commonly 

known as a culture shock. A culture shock may have surprisingly strong effects 

depending on the individual (Winkelman 1994, 122) integrating to foreign 

surroundings and thus should not be considered a light factor managing 

personal functionality. Under the title Adaptation to Strange Culture is 

summarized Michael Winkelman’s (1994) phases of a culture shock for should 

one acknowledge steps of integration to a new culture in order to minimize 

negative symptoms it might have on performance.  

The same way we can distinct features in different nationalities’ personal 

cultures we can also see differences in different nationals’ professional ways of 

thinking, feeling and working. When working in an intercultural community 
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one can move from a culture shock to adaptation soonest when he 

understands few key elements: the stages of adaptation, characteristics of the 

culture she or he is in and the how they differ from one’s own culture. The 

following subchapters of the thesis are found on the idea that to be able to 

learn about and adapt to new culture one is better of knowing about one’s own 

foundations. In the subchapters, 2.3 and 2.4, the thesis’ objective is clarifying 

different qualities in Finnish and Russian business cultures and leading the 

way towards intercultural sensitivity. Subchapter 2.5 is aimed to give insight 

on the issues relating to managerial roles in a multicultural environment. 

2.1 Cultural Dimensions 

Hofstede’s cultural dimensions separate aspects of culture into categories and 

measure the differences by scoring importance of a specific cultural value in 

those categories. The six dimensions are power distance, individualism, 

masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation and indulgence. 

What makes these dimensions conventional when studying business culture is 

that, for example, the division of authority inside a company often is relative to 

Hofstede’s power distance even if corporate cultures differ from national 

cultures. On the next page is a graph in which Russian- and Finnish cultures’ 

aspects are scored by Hofstede’s approach. The graph will give a preview to 

following thoughts of Finnish-Russian differences. (Hofstede 2010, 31, 47, The 

Hofstede Centre n.d.) 
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Figure 1. Cultural dimensions scores between Finns and Russians (The 
Hofstede Centre n.d.). 
 

2.2 Adaptation to Strange Culture 

Everyone who has visited countries of different cultures one is native of and 

has had the opportunity to be in contact with locals other than taxi drivers, 

waiters and receptionists must have noticed that different methods of doing 

things are not always easy to accept. In his 1994 article Michael Winkelman 

lists four stages of culture shock that apply well still after over 20 years. The 

stages are listed and opened up below but before reading one should know 

that they do not always appear in chronologic order and sometimes phases are 

repeated or skipped based on the individual’s persona and the situations 

experienced during the adaptation process before exiting the stages. 

Winkelman’s advice on overcoming a cultural shock is also surprisingly 

simple: being aware of the phenomenon. 
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Phases or Stages of Cultural Shock 

1. The honeymoon or tourist phase 

The honeymoon phase happens first when entering a strange culture. 

Typical characteristics for it are “interest, excitement, euphoria, 

sleeplessness, positive expectations, and idealizations about the new 

culture”. The length of this period varies depending on how much one 

actually is in connection with local people and local practices. Tourists and 

business people are often spending their time in more or less international 

surroundings, because hotel staff, taxi drivers and waiters in bigger cities 

and holiday locations often meet foreign people. Interactions with them are 

usually “easy” or of low significance and should not cause a lot of stress 

even if communication is not as smooth as in movies. (Winkelman 1994, 

122.) 

2. The crises or cultural shock phase 

Cultural shock may hit a person as a total surprise or it can grow on one 

gradually. Winkelman presents a great example that especially for Finnish 

people hits the nail on the head. Helsinki-Vantaa airport is fairly small 

comparing to so many other international airports around the world. One 

flight away there is John F. Kennedy airport in New York. By its enormity it 

can make a person feel the symptoms of a cultural shock: confusion, 

helplessness, frustration, impatience, fatigue and tension to name a few. To 

find oneself in the vastness of an airport is not yet a crisis, merely a 

surprising situation, but the feeling of losing control and being out of 

comfort zone not knowing where to go and the need to find the next 

connection gate against time can easily grow one’s stress level. As 

previously stated the crises can also come bit by bit. Not understanding 

locals’ dialects, illnesses from adjusting to local bacteria, not knowing how 

to get around town or complexity of mobile phone operator subscriptions, 

basically not knowing how to do things easy at home build a cumulative 

negative experience leading to the cultural shock. Prolonged these will 

create what is commonly known as homesickness. Feeling depressed, worn 

out, paranoid of robbing or cheating will make anyone to start finding 

dislikeable qualities about their environment. Luckily homesickness is not 
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a terminal disease and will go away given time and understanding. 

(Winkelman 1994, 122.) 

3. The adjustment, reorientation, and gradual recovery phase 

The third phase is a conscious option more or less. It is about a person’s 

actions adjusting to a culture or protecting oneself from it. The latter 

option refers to isolating and distancing oneself from the cause of a cultural 

shock. One could see this as a kind of a Chinatown effect in which people 

build a cultural haven around themselves in which they do not need to face 

the problems they have experienced in a strange place. Winkelman also 

suggests many simply opt out on adapting to the culture and fly away from 

it to treat the emotional fatigue. To truly become an intercultural a better 

way of facing the phase is by adjusting. This will prevent a cyclical cultural 

shock experience as problems will keep turning up. Adaptation is enabled 

when one begins seeing what one used to see as the problems of foreign 

people, as challenges she or he will need to learn to solve. It is essential to 

realize applying things learned before is not always enough but to learn 

new. Key here is to overcome seeing the challenges negatively and to 

orientate to the slow process of adjustment and again readjustment. 

(Winkelman 1994, 122.) 

4. The adaptation, resolution, or acculturation phase 

In the final stage the previous phenomena no longer exist. In that stage a 

person has accepted the fact she or he may have to change in order of 

becoming a multicultural individual. (Winkelman 1994, 122.) 

Winkelman’s tip on overcoming a cultural shock is simply being aware of it. 

There are substances that that can aid in the adjustment process such as 

interpersonal relationships, like family or close friends. This kind of “safe 

network” is great for any expatriate have for emotional support and to relieve 

stress with. One should remember not to get too comfortable in one’s haven 

though, since it is easy for that environment to become the flight destination 

mentioned in the third part of the list before. A lot of the tips given by 

Winkelman’s article base in stress reduction methods in general and a thing to 
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remember when going abroad is to maintain a good psychophysical ability to 

perform. (Winkelman 1994, 123-125.) 

2.3 Working with Russians 

In When Cultures Collide Richard D. Lewis (2005, 378) breaks down the way 

Russians prioritize their actions in joint operations into three stages in order 

of essentiality: 1. Personal relations, 2. Form and appearance, 3. Financial 

gain. This chapter will follow that order to explain what one should know 

about co-operation with Russians and what the reasons are behind their 

ideologies so one can not only know how to success in negotiations but to 

understand Russian thinking. A thing to remember reading this is that Russia 

is a vast country and within its borders there are multiple ethnicities. 

Therefore the ideas presented should not be considered absolutes concerning 

all of the country and its people. 

Personal Relations 

The boundless, often indefensible steppes bred a deep sense of 
vulnerability and remoteness that caused groups to band together for 
survival and develop hostility to outsiders (Lewis 2005, 373). 

 

Russian culture is extremely people oriented and druzhba, friendship, is one 

of the Russian core values. The value of friendship guides Russians’ actions in 

business and in personal life. Both Cultural Detective (Cameron, Fertelmeyster 

and Ruegg 2008, 7) and Lewis state that Russians easily categorize people into 

insider- or outsider groups. Based on that division you might either get the 

most warm-hearted and welcoming treatment or in the latter case the coldest 

shoulder. Lewis (2005, 377) suggests to build a personal connection first, talk 

business later. Building trust and getting to know each other on a personal 

level, to show them that you are on the same side, in the insider group, will get 

your co-operation flowing. Should one start pushing their ideas or changes on 

Russian counterparts too soon into the relationship there is a risk of finding 

oneself in the outsider group. Openly talking about your emotions, being kind 

and having a few drinks with Russians helps keeping the relationship warm 

and functional. 

https://www.culturaldetective.com/team.shtml%23CARRIE
https://www.culturaldetective.com/team.shtml%23TATYANA
https://www.culturaldetective.com/team.shtml%23SARAH
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Form and Appearance 

There are a couple of things that guide Russians’ appearance more than 

others. These things, also visible in Hofstede’s (The Hofstede Centre, N.d.) 

dimensions, are hierarchy and collectivism. Ever since the days of czars to 

Lenin, Stalin and Putin Russia has been a country of great leaders. This aspect 

is fairly visible when it comes to business culture as well. According to 

Mikluha (1996, 224-227) and Lewis (2005, 373, 376) a Russian leader, a 

strong ruler, is expected to act like one too. Compromises indicate weaknesses 

as they represent backing up from original plans, difficulties and misfortune.  

CEO has a very important position in a Russian company. She or he is 
a leader, a guide, a manager… A Russian CEO signs hundreds of 
documents, reports, etc., monthly even if the company did not really 
have any financial activity. (SVKK 2009, 99.) 

 

Lewis (2005, 375-376) gives excellent examples that represent collectivism in 

Russian business culture that differs from our western ways: In meetings 

Russians represent their community and their government, not themselves. 

The one with the most authority in the group is the one who speaks for their 

collective. Even though Russian organizations tend to be highly hierarchical 

and emphasize respect for the authorities, which in Finnish point of view 

seems conservative, Russians are very informal when it comes to their insider 

group. As very emotional and spiritual people they appreciate friendliness, 

kindness, conversations and being open about your emotions. At workplace 

every birthday and name day is a cause for celebration and it is almost 

impossible to not get roses on 8.3., the international women’s day (if you are a 

woman that is). (SVKK 2009, 102; Mikluha 1996, 225.) 

Financial Gain 

Another great example provided by Hofstede’s (The Hofstede Centre, N.d.) 

dimensions: Long term orientation. Like previously described Russians value 

personal relationships and networking. To become business partners with 

Russians, having the finest product for cheapest price is secondary, but 

building a foundation for mutual benefit for days to come is primary. If there 

are problems with personal relations or respect, also commercial agendas are 
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at risk. One should also know that Russians are easy to make conclusions and 

do not see contracts the way Finnish and many other western cultures do. In 

Russian view a contract is only abiding as long as it is mutually beneficial and 

conditions remain consistent. Opportunity cost is not a key factor in Russian 

business culture. Russians may discard a contract or a deal if they do not see it 

fit for their agenda of companionship. They do not feel so obliged to find 

profit. (Lewis 2005, 376-378; Mikluha 1996, 226.) 

2.4 Working With Finns 

Finland is a cold and cruel land with few days of summer and dark, cold 

winters. Not the first place an animal originated in Africa might consider an 

ideal habitat. Yet a few tribes of men found their way to the Nordic land in 

Fennoscandia. Those men withstood the ruthless climate, powers of 

neighbouring Scandinavians and Slavs and made themselves a country. A Finn 

believes in three things: sisu, things do not come for free and good things 

happen to good people. 

As with Russians, to understand Finns one should know about their core 

values. Some of the most important values to Finnish people, that foreigners 

should be aware of, are honesty and self-reliance (Cultural Detective n.d.), 

modesty and equality (Lewis 2005, 331-336). 

Equality in Professional Environment 

Hofstede’s analysis on power distance amongst Finns states that our practices 

of hierarchy are mostly for practical means (The Hofstede Centre n.d.). 

Equality is a strong part of Finnish society. Women have been able to vote for 

over a hundred years and Finnish men often take leave to care for their infant 

children. Equality at workplace is also an essential part of Finnish professional 

behaviour. It customary to call your colleagues, even bosses, by their first 

name even in a bit more formal occasions. Using titles or honorifics such as 

Dr, Ms or Sir is very rare amongst Finnish people and used mostly in front of 

an international audience or in extremely formal occasions. The low level in 

power distance also means that higher authorities at a workplace are relatively 

close to Joe Average. In some cases this might be a bit uncomfortable for 

executives but it also enables dynamic advantages of flat organizational 
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models compared to highly bureaucratic models. Lewis (2005, 334) states 

accordingly: 

 The parallel distaste for foreign imposed bureaucracy has led to 
Finnish business being seen as a meritocracy, and certainly the high 
level of education of Finnish executives gives them an edge over many 
foreign counterparts. 

 

Self-reliance in the context of individualism 

“Finnish culture is a culture of action, not discussion” states Arja Mikluha and 

describes Finnish people as reliable, determined and persistent. Reliability 

plays well along with Hofstede’s theories of individualistic cultures that he also 

describes as cultures of guilt. Scandinavian cultures in general are often 

known to emphasize the idea that working hard is considered a high personal 

value. Max Weber (2002, 15-16) has once titled this as protestant work ethic. 

Hofstede backs this up with a statement that in individualistic cultures people 

are expected to look after themselves and their nuclear families only. Lewis 

(2005, 331) points out a funny little contradiction of Finns’ excessive 

individualism: their obsession of what their neighbours might think of them. 

(Mikluha 1996, 17-18; Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov 2010, 110, 113.) 

Communication 

Language is not an issue in this thesis at all. The basis for multicultural 

working environments should be that members know a common language on 

a professional level or have another method of sufficiently transferring 

messages as an interpreter does.  

What comes to communication Finns typically prefer quality over quantity. 

Finnish modesty driven low profile and valuation of silence quite often makes 

them seem quiet and causing awkwardness with foreigners looking 

hyperactive to Finns. The egalitarian society also affects Finn’s communication 

making it more informal and open. Though Finns may seem distant or shy it is 

often caused by lack of personal connection and should not be interpreted as 

lack of interest in interaction. A fairly direct, low-context communication is 

the most typical type of verbal interaction among Finns and monochronic, 

low-context cultures in general. The opposite of monochronic is polychronic 
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and the terms will be better explained in the following subchapter. The 

directness of Finns can be seen as bluntness and lack of sensitivity too. 

Especially by spiritual Russians. Communication with representatives of 

polychronic cultures requires a lot of concentration from Finns as they do not 

rely on context as much and need information from the interaction. Russia is a 

collectivist society in which, according to Edward T. Hall, high-context 

communication is more frequent. (Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov 2010, 109; 

Brett, Behfar and Kern 2006, Mikluha 1996, 17-18.) 

Business Orientation and Monochronic System 

In the previous chapter, 3.1., Russian culture was described as extremely 

people oriented. Finland is quite the opposite. The honesty of Finns makes 

them to be clear about their goals and actions towards them. When working 

with Finnish people it is very important to hold on to everything agreed upon. 

Finnish people are very systematic when it comes to business. According to 

Vehviläinen (2015) Russians should always keep in mind that Finns hold on to 

contracts unless agreed otherwise and expect the same in return. For example, 

an invoice is a binding document and should be paid on time with all the terms 

fulfilled, even if the terms are not as satisfying as though to be. In that case 

this should be brought up for open discussion. 

Finnish culture is monochronic and its differences compared to polychronic 

cultures should be acknowledged as it is important to understand why Finns 

are so keen on holding onto what may seem like petty details to Russians. 

Lindquist and Kaufman-Scarborough (2007, 253) define the separation of the 

terms:  

Polychronicity has traditionally been defined as a form of behaviour 
wherein a person engages in two or more activities during the same 
block of time, while monochronicity occurs when a person engages in 
one activity at a time. 

 

The figure on the next page is based on Hall’s Understanding Cultural 

Differences (1990) as quoted by Hasbe (2007) and it well coins the key 

elements and should be acknowledged with great attention, not only because 
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of the case of Finnish-Russian differences, but for cultural differences 

altogether. 

 

Figure 2. Monochonic Vs. Polychronic Cultures (Hasbe 2007). 
 

2.5 Management in Finnish-Russian multicultural 

environment 

As if leading was not hard as it is, managing a multicultural environment 

brings challenges of its own. It brings no surprises that Warren Bennis and 

Robert J. Thomas (2002) have seen what the finest leaders have in common is 

their exceptional ability to overcome negative events and find the teaching in 

them.  

As already described in the two previous subchapters Finns and Russians truly 

have different ways of working and interacting. Leading and management is 

no different. In some cases these differences seem minor and insignificant 

until cumulative effect of ignored cultural causes has caused major damage. 

One of the challenges of a manager in multicultural team is to know the cue of 
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intervention. In some cultures managers are expected to have a tight control 

over the team’s actions, in others manager is just another member of the team 

and is expected to trust in colleagues’ expertise. In these kinds of flat 

organization models one might easily think every culture has an equal basis for 

working, but it actually just might make the people used to hierarchy driven 

division of tasks and responsibility very uncomfortable. Russian and Finnish 

management models differ and there is a model picture provided of both a bit 

further in this chapter. (Brett, Behfar and Kern, 2006.)  

Lewis states in his books about Leading Across Cultures that leaders tend to 

include leadership styles of their societies into their personal practices. 

Finnish leaders follow a western style, leadership style typical to Russians 

values hierarchy and control. (Lewis 2005, 104-105.) 

Figure 3. Leadership style of Finnish managers (adapted from Lewis 2005, 

109). 

 

Finnish leaders, like many British leaders, exercise control from a position 

just outside and above the ring of middle managers, who are allowed to 

make day-to-day decisions. Finnish top executives have the reputation of 

being decisive at crunch time and do not hesitate to stand shoulder to 

shoulder with staff and help out in crises. (Lewis 2005, 120.) 
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Finnish decision making style is consensus driven as one can see in the 

illustrated model of it. Manager may not always work with the group but as 

trouble arise they will join the group for decisions. This way everyone is 

informed about latest changes and progress too which will advance the group 

dynamics. Lewis credits Finnish leaders for their abilities in teamwork. 

Leaders in Finland are well known to stand in front of the lines and lead by 

their personal example. Not only is this a great way of sharing their motivation 

with subordinates but it also helps lowering power distance. “The West’s most 

effective weapons have to be dynamic leadership, perspicacity, psychological 

skills, willingness to innovate and clever use of their democratic institutions”. 

(Lewis 2005, 102, 332.) 

Figure 4. Leadership style of Russian managers (adapted from Lewis 2005, 
109). 

 

Russian organizations have traditionally formed in a pyramid shape. Pyramid 

organizations illustrate the power centralization at the narrow top. Times they 

are a changing and the concept of leadership in Russian organizations is 

following. (Mikluha 1996, 224.) Lewis’ take on it shows a more modern 

insight. His figure of the Russian leadership style indicates that a leader is 

definitely not the centre of the team but takes place on top of the line just as 
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many times mentioned in this thesis before. It is also depicted how leaders in 

Russia often use a strong link in the team to skip the official channel using a 

trustee team within the official team that in case necessary finishes the task 

ahead deadline. (Lewis 2005, 120.) The fact that the managers and leaders 

enjoy a grand position has been all over this thesis. A mention worthy addition 

to their leadership style is that though the power is centralized to few people 

and they are far in power distance, their leadership does not base on 

overpowering and excessive control. Their style includes a very detailed and 

excessive briefing by the management. (SVKK 2009, 99.) 

 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

Illustrating the flow of thought by using a quantitative methods is nearly 

impossible. A qualitative study is selected when a profound view of a 

phenomena is wanted. (Kananen 2008, 24.) To find a solution to the problem 

presented in the intro to the thesis, about the role of culture in business and 

management in Russian environment, it is divided into three questions: 

1. What are the cultural details an expatriate should know before moving to 
Russia? 

2. How to manage oneself and subordinates in multicultural environment? 
3. How to evolve into an intercultural person? 

To answer these three questions a qualitative survey was made. The best 

source for the matter was found, through extensive consideration, to be people 

with a lot of experience from the field. As Kananen suggests, with these people 

to share their experiences of working and living with Russians, the interviews 

were conducted. To be more specific, the qualitative data collection method 

used is called in-depth interview. In-depth interview is also known as semi-

structured interview, and it is the most commonly used method of qualitative 

research. (Kananen 2010, 53.) 

The interview consists of open questions to ensure the interviewees’ answers’ 

broadness. Open questions are also used to eliminate the chance of biased 

answers based on the form of the questions. There will be seven question 

sections in the framework representing the themes in the theoretical 
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framework of the thesis. These sections consist of three to seven questions that 

may be modified a bit during the interview, based on the answers got. The 

questions were all prepared in a way that would inform of the interviewees’ 

attitudes, actions, preferences and observations of matters at hand at a time. 

Interviewing live instead e-mail, for example, brings flexibility to the process. 

(Kananen 2010, 56-58.) The interview questions are included in the second 

appendix in the end of this thesis, both in Finnish (which was the interview 

language) and translated into English.  

The preferred medium for the interviews by the researcher was individual 

video calls and normal audio calls. The best way in the authors opinion is a live 

meeting but since physical distance may become an obstacle, the video calling 

software Skype was seen as the best alternative. Other means of interview 

were considered as options in case a meeting or a Skype call were out of 

question but luckily every interviewee was able to be reached using Skype. The 

reason individual calls were chosen over group discussion is that the matter at 

hand concerns personal relations and feelings. Kananen’s opinion of 

individual interviews is that they are more reliable and accurate. “In a group 

interview multiple interviewees are interviewed at once and interviewer 

saves time. On the other hand group has its effect on the interview.” 

(Kananen 2010, 53.) A video call allows an interviewee to reserve private space 

and time for the interview without peer pressure, and is fairly easy to digitally 

record for writing down a transcript and going through the answers again to 

avoid misunderstandings. Skype also allowed for expansive questions and 

briefing if a question was misunderstood.  

Kananen’s (2010) view of the number of interviewees is that there should be so 

many of them that the answers start to repeat themselves. In this study the 

author chose to first interview 3-5 people and see that if the answers given 

were filling Kananen’s criteria. Out of a handful of prospects four met the 

criteria to enter the group of the interviewees. The interviewees in the research 

are people who have worked in Russia for a foreign firm as expatriates. Each 

of them is Finnish by nationality and have lived the major part of their life in 

Finland. The people and organizations that are represented are Tero Pajunen, 

managing director of Onninen Russia, Hannu Kivelä, wood sourcing director 

of Russia and Baltic countries of UPM, Henri Riihimäki, general director of 
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OOO InLook and Sampo Vehviläinen, trade representative of Wirma that is 

the regional development company of Lappeenranta, comparable to Jykes of 

Jyväskylä, the consignor of this thesis. 

The interviews were undertaken during July and August 2015. The 

interviewees were given instructions on how to answer based on their personal 

experiences and best knowledge. Since some of the experience was old and 

some dated back to the Soviet Union they were also guided to answer on the 

basis of what Russia is like in the modern times. The interviews took from 

forty-five minutes to one and a half hours. The setting was in order for the 

interviews in each of the occasions which reduced the chance of error in the 

data collection.  

 

4 TALKING CULTURE – PRIMARY DATA 

This chapter will unveil the cultural data that lies in the experience of those 

interviewed in the survey. The chapter is conducted by the research themes 

introduced in chapter two. The order is changed a bit to match the interview 

framework for easier processing of the data and a more logical storyline 

starting from entry to the country and the very beginning of the experience. 

As the interviewee’s are people still working in Russia and questions often 

targeted their personal voyages in Russia and with Russians, most of them 

currently colleagues and friends, a certain level of anonymity is endowed. It is 

an accounted decision to leave out their names when discussing the challenges 

faced in interaction with Russians. 

4.1 Adaptation and First Impressions 

The interviewees all are Finnish nationals that have been or are working as 

expatriates in Russia. Level of experience varies from a couple of years to over 

two decades of working with Russians. A noteworthy point is that during this 

era Russia has seen the transition from a former collective of soviet states to 

the modern Russia of today. Average years lived in Russia between them is 

6,25. The interviewees’ occupations vary from trade representative to country 
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managers and organizations represented from a regional development 

company to a major multinational conglomerate. What the interviewees all 

share is their present day location in the city of St. Petersburg but some have 

lived in other parts of Russia too. This should be noted when processing the 

data given since all of them agreed on the fact that St. Petersburg is a vast 

metropolis and it is not very typical as a Russian city. St. Petersburg has 

always been a gateway to Europe, just as the founder of the city Peter the Great 

meant it to be.  

All in the group did have some kind of international experience before moving 

to Russia but did not have too much information of national culture. Some 

knew the language, others did not. Russians according to them are very 

welcoming and warm hearted towards Finns and were flattered if Finns so 

much as attempted to speak Russian - perhaps since not too many of them 

were able to speak English. Environment was seen very different to their 

origins. Professionally speaking Russians were told to be fairly nice people to 

work with but living in St. Petersburg has its own challenges, the greatest of 

them being the traffic. Some said Russians’ behaviour in traffic was annoying 

and the infrastructure of the city clearly not designed for such masses. 

Standards of living are not as high as in Finland though expenses are not quite 

as high either, even if living in “European capital” of the country.  

Russians’ attitudes to life and especially fatalism that is well visible in the 

traffic and caused some grief in the Finnish used to a safe environment and, to 

extent, a predictable way of life not dependent on luck. Police corruption was 

also a matter noticed to be clearly different from conditions in Finland even if 

it was told to have been somewhat perished from the country. Two of the 

participants also stated that the fact of modern Russia being labile and 

constantly changing creates a bit of stress. All in all, many said that there are 

factors adding to the stress level of living in Russia but they were minor or 

related to the massiveness of the city and its over five million people. No-one 

answered having experienced a full on cultural shock though some fatigue 

caused by being away from loved ones was mentioned. None of the 

participants acknowledged using separation from Russian people being a way 

of relieving culture induced stress for them. 
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Adaptation to Russian culture came to the group by time. They did not 

mention any means of adaptation to it in their early times of stay in Russia. 

Most of the effort to adapt was made on practical level such as learning 

language better, improving safety and considering how to manage with the 

traffic. 

4.2 Cultural Dimensions in Practice 

Every interviewee emphasized strongly on the authority and respect of a leader 

in a Russian community. “Democracy and equality are nice things but a 

superior is always a superior” said one of the interviewees. Not much 

happens without a direct order from a superior and that order needs to be 

fulfilled precisely. It is important to have the highest title possible since it 

defines if people are willing to work for you. Russians do not take requests or 

even direct orders seriously if it does not come high enough.  

According to the interviewees masculinity and femininity both appear in 

working life and no clear division could be made. There are a lot of competitive 

people who are not as committed to a company but value personal benefit and 

career success. On the other side Russians like socializing and spending time 

with their colleagues at work. To find some common ground in the answers 

given, it seems that Russian people tend to seek an equilibrium of wealth and 

well-being – they appreciate having a job that is stable and enjoyable 

environment if the pay is in line with their way of life. In general people like 

stability but one interviewee stated that Russian society makes abusive 

opportunism possible. 

 “Russians only have a week forward in their calendar” an interviewee 

replied when asked about Russian people’s long-term orientation, another said 

that “Russians never go straight from A to B”. All of the interviewees agreed 

on the fact that long-term planning is not the finest quality of Russians but it 

has its sides too as Russians are used to constant changes and even if they do 

not like it, they do not get so frustrated renewing their plans either. 

Compared to Finland in Russia it is common to share tasks with colleagues 

and ask for help a lot. This again has both positive and negative sides to it. 

When working alone Russians may drift into crafting the task into what they 
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see beneficial for themselves. Yet again when working in a group Russian may 

take friends’ advice over superior’s instructions. They have tendency to 

balancing between personal benefit and collective responsibility. 

Culturally Russians and Finns work well together. None of the interviewees 

said that the two would likely have trouble collaborating though Finns should 

stay a bit alert since they may be taken as blue eyed and exploitable.  

4.3 Russians at Work 

The first impressions of Russians as colleagues were all positive based on the 

interviews. One of the interviewees mentions that the amount of bureaucracy 

was surprising. “Sometimes you had to get a permit for the stupidest things 

from above”. Some of the Russians were also a bit sceptical of foreigners.  

Personal relationships have a huge effect on affairs in Russia. Sometimes tasks 

may be impossible to carry out without personal relations. Especially for 

people in lower positions carrying a message to superiors may be impossible. 

“In Russia people only work for those they see worth servicing”. This lack of 

communication has its issues from time to time. Without personal contact, for 

example in a larger organization, different departments might not co-operate.  

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, leader has a high authority in 

the workplace. “...with great power there must also come great 

responsibility!" An evergreen quote from Spider-Man’s uncle Ben well applies 

to this situation as well. (Lee and Ditko 1962.) The concentration of power and 

responsibility is a double bladed sword. Leader is able to craft his operations 

to his liking easier but all depending on one person has its risks. The leader 

must have a clear oversight on all her or his subordinates’ tasks and receives 

quite an amount of paperwork to sign. The leader should keep an eye on the 

papers and actually see what is in there to maintain control and not to be 

exploited. “If something looks fishy it probably is”. A leader in Russia is 

expected to use his power and control but it is very easy to be terrible at it.  

Some leaders in Russia hide behind their title and do not always answer to 

messages from lower levels. This creates a gap in communication and the 

subordinates are often a bit cautious of talking to their superiors who might 
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even be very disrespectful towards them. In a group the one with most 

authority does the talking and is right even when is not.  

Sometimes Finns may be surprised of Russians’ attempt at rapid decisions and 

closures. Russians often want to come into a conclusion or make a contract in 

a very early phase of negotiation. To Finns this may seem odd when there 

clearly is not enough information to base decisions on.  Russians often make 

rapid decisions but do not necessarily hold on to them for very long as 

conditions change. They do not have such view on contracts as Finns do and it 

may seem disrespectful when things agreed on do not actually happen. One of 

the interviewees reminds that “It is not obvious that Russians have respect for 

other negotiation parties either”. One needs to be clear and demand for 

progress. If you do not get to negotiate with a power high enough there is quite 

a chance your cause never actually finds its destination. 

In the end of this part of the interview a hypothetical question of difference in 

their own role between nations was asked. Every interviewee said that their 

role would be different in Finland in the way that they would not need to brief, 

instruct and guide their subordinates as closely as in Russia. 

4.4 Finns at Work 

Finns are very egalitarian, unlike in Russia where there are visible gaps 

between workers of different position or gender, for example. Women and 

men are doing similar tasks and people are being appreciated and approached 

based on their merits and behaviour rather that age or title, for example. There 

are even totally different kinds of positions enabled by the inequality in 

Russia, for example young ladies working as secretaries for managers that 

write letters and make coffee. Finnish people do not have trouble taking orders 

from opposite sex but see the professional chain of command as what matters. 

In a Finnish workplace people are not afraid to question their superiors and 

communication is more open. This establishes dynamic working environment 

where there is less likeliness of errors. Hierarchical working society’s best 

qualities are clear decision making and explicit briefing. Everyone knows to 

whom to report and take orders from. In Finnish organizations it might cause 

problems that people skip in the line of command. 
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Finnish people are often known abroad for being diligent and all of the 

interviewees told Finns to be proactive and well concentrated to their tasks 

during working hours, perhaps a bit more than Russians. Russians on the 

other hand were told to often lengthen their days and not minding it, as Finns 

are very reluctant to work off the working hours. One interviewee stated a fact 

that Russians work a fair bit harder but only when getting paid accordingly 

and that they are very efficient and good employees - when they want to be. To 

Finns time off work is sacred and dedicated to family, friends and self.  

Communication is Finns’ Achilles’ heel. “It is hard to know if a Finn is either 

very pleased or very disappointed. They do not say a thing.” Even if Finns 

often act a lot like Kristen Stewart in The Twilight Saga (2008-2012), one of 

the interviewees highlighted the fact that when Finns do talk it is relevant. 

Two explained that in Russia one needs to share their thoughts more 

thoroughly or Russians do not get the hang of it or will think that they are not 

much cared for. 

4.5  What Comes to Leadership and Management 

Multicultural environment holds its surprises for leaders unfamiliar to it. 

According to the interviews a good way of acting to cultural differences is to 

pay attention to the way people around you behave and see if there is a way 

you can get on the same level. Not all people are the same. One should see 

what kind of adaptation to another culture works and what does not but not to 

get lost in the attempt. A solid example that came up during the interviews is 

that Russians often demand snappy, detailed responses and decisions. This 

should cause no trouble since most of the time they do not have to be final.  

As already mentioned before Russians often have more financial responsibility 

over their work and appreciate money as motivator. All the people that were 

talked to during the thesis process that have been working in Russia have said 

that salary builds up differently to Finland. In Russia the base of the pay is 

often small but all kinds of bonuses and extras actually make the most of it. 

And since Russia applies flat tax structure employees do not have to pay more 

taxes just for working more for their money. Finnish style of company funded 

perks and recreational activities are not that popular. 
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Finns and Russians do have their own distinct styles as leaders. Finns do not 

talk too much or put themselves on a podium, Russians never admit being 

wrong. Finns often give a result they want to see, Russians on the other hand 

give very detailed information on how they want things to be done. A Russian 

leader is more into finding who is responsible for an error, as a Finn is more 

interested in why something went wrong. Russians in general appreciate the 

liberties of working for Finnish leaders but may also be confused of what their 

responsibilities are. A manager should try to see who is willing to take more 

responsibility. 

In both countries there are employees that are more capable than others. Even 

if in Finland people are more equal some require more control than others and 

workers have different levels of dedication and willingness. In Finland one can 

usually trust employees equally. In Russia one often needs to filter out the 

people that are trustworthy.  

It was brought up more than once that Russian employees need more specific 

briefing and guidelines, often in writing. Finns get started having an end result 

to achieve. If a Russian is given too loose task, she or he might end up doing it 

as they see the most beneficial for self instead the company.  

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter there are three parts. The first one is Reliability and Validity in 

which the author will explain how well the procedures of this thesis (selection 

of theory, research, and data analysis) support the purpose of it. I will self-

evaluate whether methods selected were appropriate, limitations they had and 

if improvements could have been made. The second sub-chapter Findings will 

open the revelations of the data collection that were significant compared to 

the expectations knowing the theoretical background and the purpose of the 

thesis. Final Words sub-chapter will see if the goals set were met and what 

kind of a role does this thesis have in the collective evolution of research in 

this field and how can it be used.  
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5.1 Reliability and Validity 

This chapter serves self-evaluative purposes considering if the collection of 

data for the thesis was sufficient in both cases: the secondary data of the 

research framework and primary data of the interviews conducted. It also 

discusses if the data collection processes were appropriate serving purposes of 

the thesis. 

Research Framework 

The research framework selected well supported the inquiry performed to find 

out the answers to the problem presented in the introduction. Russia and 

Finland are culture wise quite close to each other but also have some certain 

differences. For example, dimensions of power distance and individualism 

turned out to be genuine points by Hofstede (2010) supported by the data 

recovered in the research. What comes to Winkelman’s (1994) theory of 

culture shock and adaptation Russian and Finnish cultures are a bit too close 

to witness the kinds of clashes the author would have expected based on his 

personal travelling experience. Kananen (2015, 112) suggests not to use 

sources over ten years old. Even if Winkelman’s theory is old it does not expire 

as quickly as, for example, technological information sources would and Hall’s 

(1990) theory of polychronic- and monochronic cultures is very commonly 

used and therefore should not be excluded based on its age. The author also 

considered some other theories of acculturation but the purpose of the thesis’  

is not to familiarize the reader with different options and ways of adaptation as 

well as factors effecting the need of it in detail but to get the idea of managing 

her or his own adaptation process. The theoretical data of practices both 

working with Finns and Russians was the most fertile ground for discussion 

during the research even if it was the shallowest, the most pragmatic area in 

the deep waters of intercultural co-operation. It was a good decision to include 

management in the multicultural environment section as a theoretical entity 

as expatriates in the author’s experience tend to fill positions in management 

and are responsible for the performance of teams that often include both 

Finnish and Russian subordinates. As for this thesis there were also 

subordinates from other Baltic countries. Working in a multicultural 

environment was for the author, and assumedly for many others, the reason to 
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start studying national cultures and therefore the first step towards becoming 

an intercultural person.  

Primary Data Collection 

Technically the interviews were a success. The interviewer used two different 

types of digital recorders, a laptop and a smartphone in case another one 

would fail. This turned out to be a vital decision as one of the recordings on the 

computer had a skewed time code and would not function. From a digital 

recording of a Skype call writing a transcript was relatively easy but time 

consuming. For the transcription of recordings general language level of 

transcription was used (Kananen 2010, 59). In author’s opinion it well served 

the purposes of finding the experience in the answers and a more precise level 

would have been waste of time as the idea was never to use a lot of quotations. 

The interview was definitely able to pull some information on the cultural 

differences’ weight in every day operations. The answers given were showing 

differences between the two cultures. The fact that all the interviewees had 

somewhat similar data to provide means that common cultural patterns could 

be seen in it and the amount of data gathered was sufficient (Kananen 2010, 

54). To some questions the answers were not as deep as preferred. It was 

expected though, even if the interview setting was as casual and informal as 

two Finnish strangers to each other can have. The selection of interviewees 

turned out to be a fine choice. There was a lot of differences in their personal 

situations but a lot of common ground necessary for comparison too. One 

thing that the author personally as the interviewer hoped for was truly 

experienced intercultural people to share their wisdom. Finding of such was 

over the author’s abilities this time. Of course there was a lot of intercultural 

experience present but not much background in cultural studies. That 

background could have given a lot of depth and sharp observations to the 

primary data and, perhaps more recognition for distinct cultural features. This 

had its reflection on why the most solid answers given in the interview 

considered business practices. 
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For accreditation of the methods used the author gave the analysis of the 

interviews to one informant for commentary as Kananen (2010, 70) suggests. 

A couple of the author’s personal connections who also have conducted studies 

using similar methods before the author were also used for commentary.  

5.2 Findings 

Cultural Dimensions Enlighten Our Differences  

In the very beginning of the research the author studied the cultural 

dimensions by Hofstede (2010) and found the very first hypotheses based on 

them. Assumptions were that differences in power distance and long term 

orientation have a great effect on the behavioural differences the two 

nationalities have. The author also expected that indulgence and uncertainty 

avoidance would play a moderate role in the matter. Assumptions made 

turned out quite right, though not always the way the author had in mind.  

Power distance with Hofstede’s (The Hofstede Centre, N.d.) difference in 

points by 60 was proven many times in the research and can be stated as the 

most important dimension. Hierarchy plays such a remarkable role in Russian 

business culture that its effects can be clearly seen in the following (negative, 

positive and neutral) phenomena: ignorance towards subjects, evasion of 

responsibilities, material responsibility, communication gap between different 

levels at workplace, pyramid organizational structure, managers’ control over 

daily operations and performance monitoring. The author’s suggestion for 

managers in Russia is to exercise authority for good, to build an organization 

in which authority is respected but does not intervene with open 

communication.  The lack of hierarchy in a Russian organization will most 

likely cause negative effects and the interviewees had witnessed cases like 

these. 

Based on Russia’s high scoring on long term orientation the author expected 

that their culture would valuate plans, forecasts and contracts that reach far to 

the future but this was a misconception of the Hofstede’s theory. Russians are 

pragmatic people who do not mind changing conditions and their actions 

serve a lengthier purpose and that is what Hofstede measured with his scoring. 

The author’s hypothesis of Russians being careful planners was absolutely 
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trashed but the interviews proved the original idea behind the theory right. 

(The Hofstede Centre, N.d.) 

The two minor assumptions turned out to have noteworthy effects too. 

Russians are also very avoidant of change and it was often announced in the 

primary data and the theoretical research that they dislike causing change 

themselves, even if they adapt to changes very well. Finns should take this into 

account when introducing any new methods and especially when designing 

management of change. Change management is difficult as it is so in Russia it 

should be well prepared, briefed, explained and monitored. Finns’ indulgence 

may cause inconvenience between them and Russians at work. Some of the 

interviewees saw Finn’s appreciation of leisure time fairly negatively as during 

holidays and weekends Finns are very hard to reach even in matters of 

importance. Russians on the other hand do not pursue their personal 

pleasures as hard which one can see as flexibility but they do require financial 

reward for their effort. 

In the beginning the author did not see dimensions individualism vs. 

collectivism and masculinity vs. femininity having such a strong influence in 

our interaction, yet a few observations are worth sharing. The author was not 

able to tell if it was fatalism or feministic lack of competitiveness or both but 

the interviews stated that Russians often settle with societal status and work 

they have instead of pursuing higher if it supports their way of life. This coin 

also has a flip side. “Young folks think so much of themselves… Everyone 

wants to become managers and millionaires rapidly. There are the super-

rich and especially young people think that they have the same opportunities. 

Older people have seen many crises and are more level-headed”. A quote by 

an interviewee states that a part of Russians are very opportunistic and 

competitive and try to exploit loopholes in societal system for personal benefit. 

Of collectivism two interviewees stated that Russians often like to work as a 

group and make collective decisions, unless they are in a managerial position. 

Now this can also reflect back to power distance and avoidance of 

responsibility. In the research this point of view got support: “Perhaps 

responsibility is the reason. They prefer taking collective responsibility over 

individual responsibility.” In the data there was also a less neutral statement 

of Russians having a lot of trust in what the collective opinion is instead of 
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thinking by themselves. Later in this chapter one will find talk of a managers’ 

control over daily operations in which this topic is also discussed. 

Acculturation Process 

Russia is a close companion to Finland. Finns see a lot of Russian tourists 

within our borders and quite many have travelled to Russia. Even in western 

Finland one sees a lot of coverage on newspapers and televised news about 

Russia. This is probably why there was not a lot of answers given to indicate 

honeymoon phase. Russia was already such a familiar environment and the 

people considerably similar to Finns. It was more the qualities of a metropolis 

that caused awe in the beginning of living in St. Petersburg which created 

feelings similar to a honeymoon phase. The lack of a true honeymoon phase 

has its direct effects on the unfolding of Winkelman’s (1994) theory. If one 

does not build a castle in the sky, she or he cannot see it coming down. Based 

on the answers given in the interview the theory applies to Finnish-Russian 

cultural environment only slightly. It is kind of a diluted version but clearly the 

phenomena mentioned in the theory is alive. People have those positive 

experiences that, if stronger, would make for a honeymoon. 

The strongest stress factors that may cause a cultural shock in the research 

were often considered to be the traffic and the lack of stability. Some stated 

that it caused emotional fatigue and irritation but the author did not interpret 

any actual shock phases in any of the interviewees’ stories. The author believes 

it was again the previously acquired information of life in Russia and the 

proximity to home sure has its effect on homesickness too. 

Winkelman’s (1994) third phase of culture shock presented the option of 

distancing oneself of the local culture as a way of protecting self from the 

foreign influence. The author made a comparison to Chinatowns some major 

cities have in which people surround themselves with others of the same 

culture. The sources confirmed that Finnish expatriates have a tendency of 

associating themselves with other Finns in a cultural cluster too. The answers 

in the interviews often stated that even if Russians are very welcoming and 

warm-hearted people, becoming friends is hard. A thing to remember here 

might be how much Russians value their friendship. The cluster of Finns in the 

city of St. Petersburg is so vast that an interviewee made quite a 
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generalization: “In Russia your network of friends consist of your 

countrymen. It applies to those who have been there two weeks just as well as 

to those that have been for two years.” Based on Winkelman’s (1994) theory 

the best way to advance acculturation is to adjust oneself to the foreign culture 

and by looking close it is easier than afar. “[In the early times of living in 

Russia] we were in groups of Finnish people and speaking Finnish. Now 

afterwards I think it was a shame I did not speak Russian and find Russian 

friends.” 

Importance of Personal Relationships and Status in 

Communication 

None of the interviewees said that their first impressions of Russians as co-

workers or subjects were negative. As the relationships got closer they were 

told to be interested, helpful, pleasant and professional but also bureaucratic, 

opportunistic and suspicious of foreigners which is why good personal 

relations make a good foundation for collaboration. In a professional network 

opening a conversation can be very difficult and, in order to be taken seriously 

one often needs to prove one’s status and show that she or he is worth serving. 

It is another great reason for attempting to create personal connections. 

“Russians are very good employees… when they want to be” an interview 

source stated. All the interviewees stated the same issues with the lack of 

communication. Finns are infamous for our communication skills but 

Russians seem to have their issues too. Apparently their willingness to interact 

with strangers, sometimes even inside their organization, is very limited. 

Russians in managerial positions have a great advantage of a hierarchical 

system. It enables crafting the organization the way they see but it also allows 

them to hide behind their title and the communication gap. To successfully 

deliver a message across all levels one needs to be persistent but formal. 

Formality is also important as an interviewee stated that “It is not to be taken 

granted that Russians respect the other party”. 

The Best of Both Worlds in Management and Leadership 

Probably the most intriguing part of the research problem was how to manage 

subordinates in a Russian environment. This is where the research sources 

had had most of their cultural collisions and it seemed like the topic that 
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aroused the most fertile discussion. It also pointed out the fact that the 

Russian mind-set is not that familiar for Finns even if we think that Russians 

are quite like us. The interviewer had plenty of conversations about the 

differences between Finnish and Russian management preferences, 

shortcomings, strengths and needs that could make up for another research 

but a few of the most important topics are summarized. 

For Finns accustomed to employees being proactive and independent Russian 

working methods may come as a surprise. The amount of control a manager is 

supposed to have over daily operations may feel excessive but the interviewees 

quite simply put it that it is the way to get the most out of Russian 

subordinates. The responses got stated that under loose control Russians tend 

to craft their tasks into what they see beneficial for personal purposes and 

trust collective assumptions by their peers to determine the specifications of 

their tasks. The Russian briefing style often includes very detailed instructions 

in writing which is not quite typical for Finns but has its advantages. Finns 

need to acknowledge the Russian collectivism in the workplace and make sure 

everyone individually knows what their liberties and responsibilities are and if 

they may need to extend their responsibilities in case necessary. In Finland the 

need to monitor and micromanage is often seen as a negative phenomenon but 

it can be essential to ensure productivity and quality of Russian labour.  

As mentioned in chapter 2.3 Russians do not consider financial gain as 

essential as Finns do. They always seem to represent their company and their 

collective yet personal relationships and personal benefit surpass making 

compromises and consensus seeking in negotiation priorities that are very 

Finnish things to do. Also as a polychronic culture, “Latinos of the north”, 

their respect for contracts is different from that of Finns. The difference could 

be coined so that Russians well represent their company but Finns are more 

committed to their company. Perhaps Finns trust their well-being more in 

their organizations as Russians the best and the most commonly used 

motivator is money. According to an additional interview conducted with 

Vehviläinen (2015) we need to keep our Russians partners close and try to 

ensure that contract conditions do not change. It is also necessary to ensure 

that contracts are advanced to the intended destination or the whole 
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organization, so they will not remain only between the two people signing 

them. 

This research has been a journey to the Russian mindscape. Much was learned 

yet a lot of rocks remain unturned. This thesis well supports its original 

purposes as a window to Russians’ behaviour and practices and acculturation 

to the new intercultural environment. This thesis is not a guide. It would not 

be sufficient as a standalone guide. It is part of a greater entity of intercultural 

studies containing fragments of knowledge to support the internationalization 

of Finnish companies and help the dispatched employees in their new 

direction towards interculturalism. The author wishes everyone who is 

planning of working abroad to learn about our differences and embrace our 

differences. Some of them seem negative but to frown upon them is not the 

right way to correct a wrong but to see what the cause is so you can make the 

changes and bring out the best of the situation.  

What is the role of culture in the everyday interaction of expatriates in Russia? 

It can create challenges but if you know how to utilize cultural features it can 

surely open your eyes for new ways of thinking and executing. The author was 

not able to supply the reader with all the data necessary to learn managing 

yourself and subordinates in Russia but he is sure this thesis has shed light on 

some of the most troubling cultural knots and encouraged to deepen your 

cultural knowledge and sensitivity. 

Cultural challenges are not always mind blowing. It might be the difference of 

one or two pecks on the cheeks. Usually it is these small things that eventually 

cumulate like the snowball running downhill. A person can either be crushed 

under it or see and learn how it grows, what direction it takes and, when it 

reaches the end of the slope, build a snowman of it and others alike.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Interview Request Letter 

 

Letter in Finnish 

Hei! 

Teen opinnäytetyötä tradenomiopintoihini liittyen. Työ kertoo expatriaattien 

haasteista Venäjälle siirtyessä ja siellä toimimisesta. Tutkimustani varten 

haastattelen Venäjällä toimineita henkilöitä heidän kokemuksistaan ja 

näkemyksistään. Toivonkin, että voisin haastatella myös teitä!  

Kyseessä on teemahaastattelu avoimilla kysymyksilä ja teemoilla kartoitetaan 

kokemustanne Venäjällä toimimisesta, venäläisestä kulttuurista sekä –

arvoista ja niihin sopeutumisesta. Lisäksi kysymyksiä on mm. 

monikulttuurisessa ympäristössä toimimisesta ja johtamiskäytänteistä. 

Haastatteluun mennee aikaa noin tunti ja parhaiten sen voinee toteuttaa 

Skypessä, mutta myös muut vaihtoehdot huomioidaan mikäli esim. 

tapaaminen on mahdollista. Opinnäytetyön valmistumisaikataulu on jo 

syksyllä, joten toivon pikaista vastausta. 

Terveisin, 

Tarmo Vehviläinen 

Jyväskylän Ammattikorkeakoulu, Programme in International Business 

+358 400 257 698, F5389@student.jamk.fi 

Letter in English 

Dear Mr/Ms. 

I hope you’re having a wonderful summer! I’m contacting you for a request of 

help in my thesis work. I’m student closing on my bachelor’s degree in 

business administration. The thesis is about expatriates challenges faced when 

moving to- and working in Russia. For my research I’m interviewing persons 
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that have worked in Russia for their experiences and views. My wish is to 

conduct and interview with you too! 

It will be an open questioned, semi-structured interview to map your views of 

working in Russia, Russian culture and –values and adapting to them. There 

will also be a few questions working in a multicultural environment and 

management practises.  

The interview takes about an hour, depending on the answers and the best way 

of carrying it presumably is Skype. Other methods are also considered, for 

example, if a meeting is possible to arrange. Deadline for the thesis is this 

autumn so I’m hoping for a quick reply. 

Regards, 

Tarmo Vehviläinen 

Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences, Programme in International 

Business, Jyväskylä, Finland 

+358 400 257 698, f5389@student.jamk.fi 
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Appendix 2. Interview Framework 

 

Questions in Finnish 

1. Tehtävä Venäjällä 

• Kuka olet, mitä organisaatiota edustat ja mikä on/oli viimeisin toimesi 

Venäjällä? 

• Mikä työnkuvasi Venäjällä on ollut? 

• Kuinka kauan olet ollut Venäjällä? 

2. Sopeutuminen Venäjälle 

• Oletteko ennen Venäjällä toimimistanne opiskelleet kansallisia 

kulttuureita tai organisaatiokulttuureita?  

• Oliko/Onko tämä ensimmäinen kerta kun asut ulkomailla? 

• Mitkä olivat ensimmäiset kokemuksesi Venäjästä? Millaisena koit 

Venäjän siellä asumisesi alkuaikoina? 

• Oletko kokenut Venäjällä asumisen merkittävästi erilaiseksi kuin 

Suomessa? Koitko eroavaisuuksien vaikuttavan sinuun psyykkisesti? 

• Onko Venäjällä asuminen ollut mielestäsi rasittavaa? Koitko/koetko 

koti-ikävää? 

• Hakeuduitko suomalaisten/oman kulttuurisi edustajien seuraan? 

Otitko tietoisesti/tiedostamattasi etäisyyttä Venäläisiin? 

• Minkälaisia ratkaisuita olet tehnyt sopeutuaksesi? 

Vastatkaa seuraaviin kahteen kohtaan omien kokemusten ja tietojen pohjalta 

suomalaisesta ja venäläisestä kulttuurista. 

3. Hofsteden kulttuuriulottuvuudet työpaikalla ja sen ulkopuolella 

• Kuvailkaa hierarkiaa ja arvoasemia työyhteisöissä ja työyhteisöiden 

ulkopuolella. 

• Onko venäläisille mielestänne tärkeämpää työssään viihtyminen (fem.) 

kuin menestyminen (mask.)? 

• Kuinka venäläiset reagoivat suunnitelmien äkkinäisiin muutoksiin?  
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• Kuinka venäläiset suhtautuvat pitkäaikaisten suunnitelmien 

laatimiseen? Oletko huomannut toteutumisessa eroja suomalaisiin 

nähden? 

• Millaisina näette erot työtehtävien hoitamisessa individualististen 

suomalaisten ja kollektiivisten venäläisten kanssa? 

• Kuinka suomalaiset ja venäläiset toimivat mielestänne yhdessä? 

Oletteko huomanneet merkillisyyksiä yhdessä toimimisesta? 

4. Monikulttuurinen työpaikka – Työskentely venäläisten kanssa 

• Kuvailkaa ensimmäisiä kokemuksianne työskentelystä venäläisten 

kanssa. 

• Kuinka koitte henkilökemioiden ja suhteiden vaikuttavan työtehtävien 

hoitamiseen? 

• Onko johtajalla Venäjällä erilainen asema työyhteisössä perustuen 

aiempiin kokemuksiisi johtajista?  

• Kuinka kuvailisit venäläisen johtajan kontrollia päivittäisissä 

toiminnoissa? 

• Kuinka hierarkia vaikuttaa kommunikointiin Venäjällä? 

• Oletko kokenut venäläisillä olevan eri tavoitteen 

neuvotteluissa/yhteistyössä suomalaisiin nähden? 

• Millä tavoin erilainen ajattelet roolisi olevan/olleen, työskennellessäsi 

suomalaisten kanssa. 

5. Monikulttuurinen työpaikka – Työskentely suomalaisten kanssa 

• Kuinka koet suomalaisten tasa-arvoisuuden eroavan venäläisistä 

työpaikalla ja sen ulkopuolella? 

• Mitkä ovat mielestäsi tasa-arvoisemman työyhteisön hyödyt ja mitkä 

puolestaa hierarkisen?  

• Kuinka suomalaisten itsenäisyys näkyy työssä? Millä tavalla tämä 

vaikuttaa johtamisen eroihin Suomessa ja Venäjällä? 

• Näetkö suomalaisten ja venäläisten välillä eroja työmoraalissa? 

• Millä tavalla suomalainen mielestäsi kommunikoi verbaalisesti? Näetkö 

tässä tyylissä ongelmia kun ollaan kanssakäymisissä venäläisten 

kanssa? 
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• Kuinka kuvailisit suomalaisten keskittymistä työhönsä työaikana 

suhteessa venäläisiin? 

6. Johtamiskäytänteet monikulttuurisessa ympäristössä 

• Kuinka olette huomioineet kulttuurierot? 

• Kuinka alaisten motivointi eroaa maiden välillä? 

• Mikälaisia yllättäviä odotuksia venäläisiltä teihin johtajana on 

kohdistunut? Minkälaia yllättäviä odotuksia venäläiseltä johdolta on 

teihin kohdistunut? 

• Millä tavoin mielestänne suomalainen ja venäläinen eroavat johtajina? 

• Vertaile suomalaisten ja venäläisten johtajien ominaisuuksia 

ryhmätyössä. 

• Kuinka johtajan luotto jakautuu ryhmän sisäisesti venäjällä? 

• Kuinka venäläisen johtajan tehtävänanto eroaa suomalaisesta? 

 

Questions in English 

1. Mission in Russia 

• Who are you, what organization do you represent and what your most 

recent position in Russia? 

• What has your job description in Russia been? 

• For how long have you stayed in Russia? 

2. Adaptation to Russia 

• Before working in Russia, have studied national cultures or 

organizational cultures? 

• Has this been the first time you live in a foreign country 

• What was you first impression in Russia? How did you like living in 

Russia in the very beginning of the period? 

• Have you found living in Russia remarkably different than living in 

your home country? Do you think the differences have affected you 

mentally? 

• Has living in Russia been stressful? Have you felt home-sickness? 
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• Have you been attempting to spend time with representatives of your 

own culture? Have you knowingly or subconsciously separated yourself 

from the Russian people? 

• What kind of solutions have you made to adapt? 

Answer the next two sections based on your own knowledge and 

experiences on Russian and Finnish culture. 

3. Hofstede’s Dimensions at Work and Outside Work. 

• Describe hierarchy and status positions in working community and 

outside of it. 

• How do you see differences in taking care of designated tasks between 

individualistic Finns and collective Russians? 

• How do you think Finns and Russians play together? Have you noticed 

any remarkabilities in their collaboration?  

• Is it more important for Russians to enjoy their work (fem.) than 

succeeding in their work (masc.)? 

• How do Russians react to sudden changes of plans? 

• How do Russians react to long-term planning? Have you noticed 

differences in realization of plans?  

4. Multicultural Workplace – Interacting with Russians 

• Describe you first experiences working with Russians. 

• How do you see interpersonal chemistry and relationships affecting 

taking care of designated tasks? 

• Does a leader/manager have different kind of status in workplace 

considering your previous experience on leaders? 

• How would you describe a Russian leaders control over every day 

actions? 

• How does hierarchy affect communication in Russia? 

• Do you know of Russians having different kinds of goals on 

negotiations/co-operation than Finns? 

• Do you think your role would be different if you were working with 

Finns? 
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 5. Multicultural Workplace – Interacting With Finns 

• How do you see Finns’ valuing equality differing from Russians at work 

and outside of it? 

• What do you see are the advantages of more egalitarian professional 

community and on the other hand what are the advantages of hierarchy 

at work? 

• How do you see Finnish people’s independency at work? Does this 

effect on leadership differences in Russia and Finland? 

• Do you see differences in working morale between Finns and Russians? 

• How would you describe Finns verbal communication? Do you see 

problems in this style when interacting with Russians? 

• How would you describe Finns’ concentration to their tasks during 

working hours? 

6. Management Practices in Multicultural Environment 

• How have you taken cultural differences in to account? 

• What kind of differences in motivating subordinates are there in 

between these countries? 

• What kinds of surprising expectations towards you as a leader have 

Russians had on you? What kinds of surprising expectations have 

Russian leaders had on you? 

• How do you think a Finn and a Russian differ as leaders?  

• Compare Finnish and Russian leaders’ abilities in teamwork. 

• In Russia, how does a manager’s trust divide in teamwork? 

• How does a Russian managers briefing differ from a Finnish managers? 
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